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In mid-2017 the two of us left the Social Justice Coalition (SJC) –  
a social movement from Khayelitsha in Cape Town that had 
been our political home for the better part of nine years – with 
a mix of sadness and relief. Phumeza first joined the SJC in 2011 
and later became its General Secretary. Dustin was a founding 
member in 2008 and became its Deputy General Secretary. This 
period gave us many great years, but also some of the hard-
est we could have imagined. It forced us to confront difficult 
questions – about politics, activism and ourselves. Political or-
ganising can be incredibly exciting and meaningful, but also 
deeply challenging and frustrating. At times it can be chaotic, 
even comical. 

Today both of us sense an ever-deepening frustration, a feel-
ing that something bigger politically has to change if we as a 
society are to deal with what sometimes seem to be intractable 
problems – inequality, spatial apartheid, racism, gender-based 
violence. At times it feels as though there is something better 
within reach, at other times things feel hopeless.

When we left the SJC, we wanted to see if we could better un-
derstand and articulate some of the complexities of political 
organising in today’s world and to do so with care and nuance. 
We also wanted to go beyond the usual slogans. 

The more we grappled with these issues the clearer it became 
that finding one big narrative or a simple story was not going 
to happen. As such this is not a romantic history of activism 
nor is it about any particular organisation or movement. It is 
not an academic work, nor is it a call to action or a manifesto. 
Rather, as we worked on this, it became more an undisciplined INTRODUCTION
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collection of thoughts, memories, stories, conversations and 
snapshots. And with this, what emerged was a slightly more 
human story of activism and political organising today – with 
all the messiness and some of the madness. 

This book is a collection of stories. These come from individual 
conversations we had during the course of 2017 and 2018 with 
eight people across different parts of South Africa. All of them 
– Sarita Pillay, Thapelo Mohapi, Mazibuko Jara, Zackie Achmat, 
Nonhle Skosana, Vuyiseka Dubula, Noncedo Madubedube 
and Axolile Notwyala – have been organising in very different 
contexts and leading campaigns or movements in one way or  
another. The stories in the book are not biographies or profiles, 
but, in a way, are stories of the conversations and interviews 
themselves. They touch on many themes: from facing hitmen 
and occupying buildings, to challenging powerful interests, to 
reimagining politics, to thinking about the things that drive 
people into activism. Though we have in some way worked with 
many of them over the years, the opportunity to talk about 
these kinds of issues has been rare, as has been foregrounding 
the perspective of people actually doing this work.

Dispersed within the book are four short essays that touch on 
some of our own thoughts and reflections. These deal with 
several issues: organising in a city of islands, searching for 
power in our politics, finding ways of going into the unknown, 
and reflections on leadership. They cover only a small part of 
everything that could be said. They’re not the final word, but, 
in a way, they are notes on some of the questions and thinking 
that we’ve had over the years.

***
 
The activism that much of this book speaks about has devel-
oped in South Africa over the past 20 years. A lot of it has 
centred on building movements and organisations led by poor 
and working-class people. Mass-based organising, protest, po-
litical education, and strategic use of the law and the courts 
remain central to this work. There have been some big victories 
along the way, some of which have changed the country. But 
there is also a sense that there is a need to go much further 
and that something deeper needs to shift in South Africa and 
elsewhere if we are to take on the large, complex, and shifting 
world facing us today.

People often want the one big answer, the answer that’s  
going to change everything. But the problems discussed in 
these pages are complex and as we embarked on this jour-
ney of writing we increasingly came to appreciate the degree 
to which humility and empathy is needed to overcome them. 
Answers are not easy to find. The conversations we had are 
honest about both the potential and the limits of organising in 
South Africa today. There is a great desire to shift, experiment, 
and ultimately build a new politics. But there is no easy path to 
get there. We hope that anyone reading it can find those pieces 
that interest them and that they may spark a few more of the 
kinds of conversations we were fortunate to have during this 
time. We hope that, in a small way, this may help contribute to 
building the new politics that so many are looking for.

					Introduction.





Cape Town.

“Grown-ups are fucked up.”

“No, Cape Town is fucked up. Really.”

“You’re right, it’s Cape Town, not the people.”

“And the people. Don’t forget about the people. They’re also 
fucked up.” 

-  K. Sello Duiker, Thirteen Cents

I’ve thought about Cape Town a lot. Probably too much. It’s a 
city with so much beauty, yet a tremendous amount of violence 
and suffering. It’s as exciting as it is predictable. Like many 
others, I have a difficult relationship with this city of extremes. 

In a way Cape Town isn’t even a city, it’s an archipelago. It’s a 
series of islands, where instead of water flowing between each 
piece of land there are highways, train tracks, fields, mountains 
and cemeteries. Some of these islands are amongst the most 
sought after tourist destinations in the world, others have the 
highest murder rate in the country and some have services and 
facilities barely fit for human beings.

Consequently, people speak about the need to overcome spa-
tial apartheid in the city – in fact it has become something of 
a cliché, a catchphrase used by everyone, even by those who 
have no intention of doing anything of the kind.

CITY OF ISLANDS
Dustin Kramer.
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But there is also something else going on, something that 
seems obvious, but is rarely spoken about – organising by  
social movements and activists in a city that was built to pre-
vent that very organising.

The archipelago of Cape Town was not created by accident. It 
was done so by design. Its extreme segregation was carved into 
this landscape over several centuries, but primarily it was en-
gineered over the course of the twentieth century. There were 
many reasons for this, but one of the most important was to 
control and repress political organisation. Apartheid’s urban 
architects needed to contain people, corralling them away 
from power. This need to prevent resistance was built into just 
about every road, train line, and street light.

This distance is extreme given the physical barriers that create 
and enforce it. The islands are largely cut off from each other 
not just by the sheer distance, but the things that maintain it 
– the highways, the train tracks, the social isolation and pover-
ty. Neighbourhoods operate like islands entirely separate from 
the others, with each operating in a similar way.

Langa is one of Cape Town’s oldest townships, established in 
1927 following legislation designed to control black people 
in the city by, among other things, designating specific loca-
tions in which to live. Of all Cape Town’s townships, Langa’s  
urban design is, to me, one of the clearest examples of spatial 
planning aimed at isolation and control. 

     City of Islands.

Langa is about 10 kilometres from the city centre. It is clos-
er to the centre than many of the suburbs people ordinarily  
consider being part of the central areas of Cape Town. The 
neighbourhood is cut off from everything around it – a highway 
to the south, a cemetery to the north, train tracks on the west, 
and a thoroughfare road on the east. The only way to get to 
Langa from the city’s centre is through the highway. Langa feels 
so far from everything and yet it is only metres away from the 
‘garden city’ suburb of Pinelands. If you drive in either Langa 
or Pinelands, it’s not possible to cross over from one suburb 
into the other. A journey which should be less than 200 metres 
turns into over 9 kilometres via the highway. 

The otherworldliness of this manufactured distance reminds 
me of China Miéville’s science fiction world in his novel The City 
and the City,1 in which two cities inhabit the same geographic 
space, but are separated through a strange network of roads, 
language, and border crossings that cannot be breached. Even 
in parts of the cities that overlap, citizens can see the op-
posing streets, but are prevented from reaching them by an  
unseen force.

Claremont is a middle-class and, in parts, an upper-class Cape 
Town suburb to the south. It is roughly the same distance from 
the city centre as Langa. Around two-thirds of Claremont’s pop-
ulation today is white according to the latest census. In the 
1960s, Claremont and some of its surrounding suburbs were 
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part of a systemic process of forced removals through which 
tens of thousands of people were forced out of their homes by 
the Apartheid government and moved to townships primarily 
located on the barren lands of the Cape Flats, even further 
away than Langa.

When you look at Claremont on a map it is fully integrated into 
the city. There are endless ways to get into it from all sides. It 
blends into the suburbs around it so completely that its bor-
ders are defined not by actual physical barriers but simply 
by lines drawn on a map. According to the same census the  
annual household income of Claremont and its surrounding 
suburbs is almost ten times that of Langa. The distance is as 
much socio-economic, as it is geographic. Langa is an island, 
and the townships that came after Langa continued to be built 
in similar ways, only they were pushed further and further 
away from the city.

In Cape Town in the Twentieth Century, Worden, Bickford-Smith, 
and Van Heyningen put it this way: “townships were designed 
and located so that they could be easily cordoned off, and 
resistance rapidly broken in their ‘open streets’ … controlling 
African Capetonians became a particular obsession with the 
local architects of Apartheid.”2 The historian Paul Maylam in 
Explaining the Apartheid City states how this spatial control 
aimed to “head off the growth of urban social  movements”,3 
and that controlling or preventing political organising against 
the state was one of the driving forces of urban planning in 
South Africa. 

     City of Islands.

After the end of Apartheid, Cape Town’s segregation did not 
improve. In fact, one could argue that it worsened. Townships 
still exist and continue to grow, almost out of sight, behind 
the sand dunes of the Cape Flats. They are among the poorest 
and most dangerous places in the country. Most new housing 
is built far from the city. Within the city’s central suburbs new 
forms of gentrification have continued to push out those who 
managed to cling on during Apartheid.

The feeling of 
statelessness.

Hannah Arendt, one of the great political theorists of the last 
century, wrote something that has stuck with me when I think 
about organising in Cape Town. Arendt wrote about the idea of 
statelessness after the Second World War. She herself had be-
come stateless – without a country or citizenship – after fleeing 
Nazi Germany during the 1930s. For her, being stateless in a 
world of states meant being deprived of a “place in the world 
which makes opinions significant and actions effective”.4 She 
spoke about how stateless people could be free to act or think 
whatever they wanted, but their actions or opinions were basi-
cally meaningless by virtue of their statelessness. 

From Lookout Hill, a tourism centre in Khayelitsha, you can see 
the iconic mountains that form the backdrop to the city centre 
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life at the periphery is so far and out of sight, that many peo-
ple can barely imagine its existence, let alone the nature of  
life there. 

The distance from where power lies is so great in this context 
that at times it feels insurmountable. In South Africa, through 
the law and bureaucracy of protest management, the state has 
found ways to likewise limit the locations of protests that take 
place in the centre. Even there they are largely kept out of sight 
by being forced to follow standard routes or to comply with 
onerous bureaucratic requirements.

Social movements have consequently also struggled to build 
links between different areas in the city such as those histor-
ically designated Black African or Coloured – the racial group-
ings used by the Apartheid government. This has contributed 
to maintaining the distance from power by keeping movements 
mostly isolated and fragmented.

At the same time the state can use its power in the periphery 
in ways that it couldn’t do in the centre. Evictions and other 
actions by the state would be intolerable in the centre, but are 
a fact of daily life across many parts of the city. In this sense, 
the state can actively maintain the distance that already exists.

The second part of the problem is the set of practical chal-
lenges in overcoming this distance. Even the simplest organ-
ised action is probably more difficult than most would imagine. 
In some large cities, 30 kilometres might not seem very far. 

over 30km away. Khayelitsha – Cape Town’s largest township 
of nearly 500 000 people – was an important site of resistance 
during the 1980s when the township was established. It has 
similarly been home to a number of social movements since 
the end of Apartheid.

The problem is that the actions of activists or social  
movements in neighbourhoods like Khayelitsha are often fun-
damentally invisible to power of all kinds – they are, in a sense, 
stateless. People can protest, for example, but their words are 
not heard, their actions are not seen. It’s not so much about 
just the form or location of an action, but something deeper. 
I often had the sinking feeling that the isolation – geographic, 
social, economic – was so great, so entrenched, that what ac-
tivists did simply didn’t matter unless they could find ways to 
break this form of statelessness. 

Doing so is extremely difficult. The first part of the problem is 
simply the distance. As is the case in most cities, but especially 
in a deeply segregated city like Cape Town, with a small but 
highly concentrated centre, power is located in the centre. This 
goes for the state and money as well as other forms such as 
cultural, social, or property power.

Thousands of people could march in Khayelitsha, but would 
property developers or politicians notice? Would it make them 
uncomfortable in any way or affect them? For the most part 
they can simply go about their business as though the islands 
in the distance do not exist. The disconnection is so strong, 
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both see and do. In other words, how does one make opinion 
and action matter? This is where the difficult choices start and 
it raises an issue that plagued me: resources are often needed 
to overcome problems like this, but they are also the problem.

Resources require bureaucracy – to get them, use them, and 
manage them. Staffing, financial administration, management 
systems, strategic plans, funding contracts – all of these mun-
dane things imply a certain amount of bureaucracy. But the 
consequences are serious.

Resources can produce internal contestations over who con-
trols them and what they are used for. Contestation can turn 
into the basis of an organisation’s existence where organising 
becomes secondary to the fight for control over resources. 

There were entire years when I felt that almost all our time 
as leaders was spent dealing with unending internal strife be-
cause of these issues. Internal contestation can be so serious 
that it can become the main reason organisations fail or die. 
The people in power to whom the activism is directed simply 
have to wait for the movement to eat itself. These dynamics 
made me question whether there was something fundamen-
tally or systemically wrong with what we were doing, but more 
importantly whether there were alternatives.

Over the years I’ve heard many criticisms relating to these 
problems. Some speak of how people’s movements are pac-
ified and become bureaucracies that exist with very little  

However, between the city centre and Khayelitsha there is no 
continuous integration of city neighbourhoods. There are a se-
ries of neighbourhoods each cut off from the other, connected 
mainly by highways. Though there are several smaller central 
business districts across the city, the primary one is in the rel-
atively small city centre. There is no functional public transport 
system that allows people to move around the city freely. The 
city was designed to prevent the free movement of people, to 
maintain people within dormitory suburbs and control access 
both into the city centre and out of those suburbs.

This is compounded by that fact that in neighbourhoods such 
as Khayelitsha, where the rate of unemployment is often 
around 50 percent, people’s resources are extremely limited. 
So even if people could overcome the practical challenge of 
getting transport, the costs involved are prohibitive with so  
few resources.

The ability to rapidly organise large groups of people is con-
sequently limited. Given the time it can take, the action can 
lose meaning and become simply about questions of logistics. 
Success can become about the number of people that were 
there rather than whether the action had any real significance.

Breaking	 out	 of	 the	
islands.
One of the central questions is how to make those in power 
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of internal contestation. The kind of infighting experienced by 
many movements and organisations is not too different from 
what we see in any form of organisation where the stakes are 
high, including for example, political parties. 

So to start dealing seriously with the problem of the islands, 
two issues need to be faced. First, political campaigns need to 
be far more reactive and fluid. Change and politics happens in 
unpredictable ways over long periods of time. But bureaucracy 
is by its nature rigid. Organisations can become locked into 
contracts or just simply ways of doing things that are no longer 
useful. It can be difficult to take risks and shift tactics. Getting 
stuck inside a rigid bureaucracy can be fatal. Movements with 
the best of intentions can become corrupted, stale, stagnant, 
counterproductive, or simply not useful.

This requires figuring out how to build forms of structured or-
ganising that overcome the problems of isolation, while still 
having the fluidity to avoid the pitfalls of resources.

This takes creativity on organising models. It requires deep 
thinking with regards to geography and power, and in particu-
lar, how to build faster and more effective types of organising 
with far less bureaucracy and that are less reliant on resourc-
es. Importantly, this needs to be done without romanticising 
organising, but acknowledging the deeper problems as well as 
the need for some form of organising apparatus.

Secondly, it may seem satisfying to spend a lot of time and 
resources on organising a big march and to imagine that it was 

purpose other than to self-replicate, keep themselves going, 
or to implement other questionable agendas; that is, that  
organisations of this nature become, for example, funded bu-
reaucracies that simply implement donor-led agendas at the 
behest of billionaires. Many of these criticisms seem to end 
in a proposed solution of more ‘grassroots organising’, that 
organisations should shake off funding and build movements 
that are less professionalised and formalised, movements that 
are not beholden to any of these internal or external agendas 
and that are less “NGOised”, more “bottom up”.

Many people doing this work acknowledge the problems 
around resources, bureaucracy, and contestation and con-
stantly question how to get out of this trap. Of course  
contradictions around resources do not just emerge in relation 
to spatial apartheid. They present difficulties for movements 
and organisers across various places and raise several issues 
including those relating to the very nature of donor funding, 
global capital and the professionalisation of activism.

But it’s important to keep in mind the underlying reasons why 
resources are often needed. It’s easy to romanticise activism 
and imagine that organising can happen spontaneously. But 
the barriers to this are serious.

It’s also important to acknowledge that organisations them-
selves do not exist in isolation of the context in which they are 
working. In places of extreme unemployment where opportuni-
ties are so limited, it’s unsurprising to see such extreme levels 
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a show of force. But the understanding of power and politics 
must go much deeper than the usual actions and slogans. City-
wide movements or alliances are an important part of breaking 
the isolation. So long as activists work within the islands, they 
will forever be disorganised and weak, trapped within the rigid 
politics and behind the walls of each one. 

But the reality that needs to be faced is a more difficult one – 
“people power” alone will not change a city of islands like Cape 
Town. Power needs to be interrogated in a much deeper way. As 
is evident in many of the stories and essays elsewhere in this 
book, it needs to go beyond the organising scripts of yesterday 
towards finding those ways that can start building something 
new for tomorrow.
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In coversation with Sarita Pillay,  
February 2018.

A POLITICS 

One night, in late March 2017, around 15 people from the 
movement Reclaim the City (RTC) occupied two abandoned 
government buildings near the centre of Cape Town. The  
occupations were a political stand against spatial apartheid, 
existing as it did almost 25 years after South Africa became a 
democracy. At that time Sarita Pillay was co-head of organising 
at Ndifuna Ukwazi (NU), the organisation that helped start, and 
continues to support, the RTC movement. In a statement short-
ly after, Sarita and fellow activist Julian Sendin, explained why 
they occupied the buildings: 

The decision to move from legal advocacy to civil disobedi-
ence through the occupation of public land and buildings 
is a contentious one. We believe it is justified because of 
deepening segregation, the Province’s failed track record to 
deliver affordable housing and its decision to sell Tafelberg.1

Tafelberg is the name of a prime piece of land that was owned 
by the state that, RTC argued, could have been used for social 
housing.

Politics was always part of Sarita’s life, as was an internation-
alist world view. Sarita’s mother came to South Africa from  
Mexico in the 1980s. Her father is South African of Indian  
descent. In part, the relationship of her parents in 1980s Apart-
heid South Africa led her to question why her family was seen 
as “abnormal” as set against the “normality” of a racist society.

The feeling she tells us about, as we talk outside of NU’s of-
fice in central Cape Town, is not just about the city’s context 

OF CARE
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but more generally that “we are at a point now where some-
thing has got to give.” While there are examples of serious mass 
movements that have emerged over the past 20 years, “wheth-
er we’re talking about India or Mexico or the U.S. or South Af-
rica, you have people in power – a self-serving elite that are 
often borderline fascist or xenophobic or anti-poor.”

Sarita explains, there are “particularities about South Africa 
just because of our history.” But there are many things such as 
the collusion of the state and capital or deepening inequality 
that “we see across the world. So we have a particular South 
African situation, but I’d say it is something that you can see 
in other places too … So how do I feel? I feel frustrated by it, 
but I am also worried that we are going to fall into horrible, 
repressive regimes. Or maybe we start building an alternative.”

Faced with a situation which can seem so intractable and over-
whelming, many people see winning elections and taking pow-
er within the state as the answer. But Sarita cautions us against 
saying “Let’s just think about how we get into power and then 
change how everything is run.” Rather, she says, “I am critical 
of the idea that you get into power and then ‘magic wand’. I 
don’t think that’s how it happens.” This is because “part of the 
reason things work the way they do is because of this structure 
that you get into. It’s not just the stuff that you do, it’s the way 
that whole structure is organised.”

It is in some ways a dual strategy, she explains, of “being in 
power but also thinking about how you can change the way 

that power is organised. And that is why I would say I don’t 
think that happens just by saying ‘okay, we’re this progressive 
movement, let’s run for office’ and then take up government.”

***

Several months after the RTC occupations began, they grew 
to house hundreds of people, effectively becoming the only 
transitional housing for evictees in central Cape Town. The 
occupations have also been sites of contestation and sever-
al attempts at capture. In late 2017 the building RTC renamed 
as Ahmed Kathrada House close to Cape Town’s most visited 
tourist attraction, the V&A Waterfront, was according to an RTC 
statement at the time, “captured by individuals who have used 
intimidation, threats of violence and force over the last few 
weeks to gain entry.”2

Though things stabilised to some extent after that, it later 
emerged that a vicious dirty tricks campaign was being waged 
against the movement, its leaders and members. This contin-
ued well into 2018.3 It’s worth pointing out that this war against 
RTC wasn’t led by its opponents in government, but others in 
civil society and political opportunists.

Unfortunately, as Sarita points out, “This kind of work is messy. 
It’s always going to be contested. The more you contest power 
and the more gains you make, the more you open yourself up 
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The important issue Sarita raises is about how “we create 
movements or organisations that are caring, that are still ef-
fective, that are spaces for debate, but get things done; that are 
democratic and get things done.” 

One part of this is changing how we practise politics. “More 
and more I believe a lot of this just has to do with building 
relationships with people – genuine human relationships and 
at the base of that is caring for people. And I don’t think that is 
emphasised enough. That’s seen as the feminine part of pol-
itics, like soft politics. I disagree with that completely. I think 
this is at the core of how movements function and how they 
work: they are based on relationships between people – rela-
tionships of care and of accountability and trust. And that’s not 
built by someone shouting at you and telling you that’s what 
you need to do.”

Secondly, there is the question of what we view as politics. 
To start with, Sarita explains, as a woman there is always the 
question of “why am I at this table? Am I at this table because 
my opinions are genuinely valued and my approach and my 
politics is valued or is it so that I can just make this table  
look better?” 

And it goes much deeper, in that for Sarita “it’s not just about 
saying we need more representation. It’s about also acknowl-
edging ways that people do things in their daily lives and  
particularly women that are doing ‘behind the scenes’ work 
that we don’t see as political.” In this sense, “it’s not just about 
getting more women at the table, it’s assigning value and 

for attempts to capture you. [You need] a solid enough politics 
… that can kind of create its own wall that’s impermeable to 
the bullshit [and that can detect] when something is actually a 
genuine political agenda and when it’s not.”

And sometimes we make mistakes too, but “admitting that you 
made a mistake is okay. As long as you can then grow from that 
experience and say ‘Okay what did we learn here, how are we 
going to learn from this and grow from this?’” 

This is, in part, why it’s important to think not just about what 
we want to change, but how we want to change it. The first step, 
she tells us, is to consider “organising ourselves in the ways 
that we want to be organised or the ways we want to see the 
world functioning.” 

It is about building a politics of respect, care, and humility. Sar-
ita explains that one of her frustrations around organising and 
activism “is this thing, where you are either with us or against 
us. We don’t think about how we are collectively building our 
politics. So if we’re looking for a more egalitarian world that 
is more democratic, why aren’t we having debates about our 
differences and how we get there in ways that are constructive 
instead of alienating?”

The problem is that “we will come into a space to debate, not 
to build our politics collectively, but to break each other down 
… What function does that serve? [We don’t have to agree] but 
I do think we need to have a degree of respect.”
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tured”, published on Facebook, 29 November 2017.  
https://www.facebook.com/ReclaimCT/posts/ahmed-kath-
rada-house-has-been-capturedon-thursday-23-november-
2017-the-ahmed-kat/1116190065178963/.

3. Groundup Staff, “Dirty tricks: The battle to control  
the Helen Bowden and Woodstock Hospital  
occupations”, Groundup, 29 August 2018.  
https://www.groundup.org.za/article/dirty-tricks-bat-
tle-control-helen-bowden-and-woodstock-hospital-occu-
pations/.

worth to the political work that women do who aren’t at the 
table.” As Sarita says, “Raising a family in today’s world is a  
political challenge.”

***

In August 2018, RTC held its first annual congress in the suburb 
of Woodstock, not far from one of its occupations. We listened 
as members spoke about the gains they have made so far and 
the struggles to get to that point – not just those of the cam-
paigns, but just to hold a movement like this together.

At that time Sarita was no longer at NU, having recently moved 
back to Johannesburg. But something she said in our earlier 
conversation seemed especially fitting: “There is more good 
than bad. To still see people stay in spite of all of this and 
still believe in this cause and to know that they’re a majority, I 
think, is encouraging. It’s not always doom and gloom.”

Endnotes.

1. Sarita Pillay & Julian Sendin, “Seven reasons why Reclaim 
the City is occupying Helen Bowden and Woodstock Hos-
pital” Groundup, 4 April 2017.  
https://www.groundup.org.za/article/seven-reasons- 
why-reclaim-city-occupying-helen-bowden-and-wood-
stock-hospital/.

2. Reclaim the City, “Ahmed Kathrada House has been cap-







In conversation with Thapelo Mohapi, 
July 2018.

THE COST OF A LIFE 

“I come from a province where hiring a hitman costs around 
R7 000 a life of a person costs that much,” Thapelo Mohapi 
tells us as we talk about politics in South Africa. Since 2009, 
Abahlali baseMjondolo – South Africa’s largest shack-dwellers’ 
movement and the one Thapelo leads – has lost nearly twenty 
leaders to deadly repression. “Our movement in particular was 
harassed, attacked, many of our leaders were killed.” 

***

In 1996, two years after South Africa’s first democratic election, 
Thapelo Mohapi’s family was promised a house by the new-
ly elected ANC government. “As years went by we discovered 
that in fact it was all a lie,” he tells us. Some years later, after 
Thapelo had “buried both parents in an informal settlement,” 
he struggled to accept that the “next generation or my chil-
dren will also be telling the same story that I’m telling – that 
they buried me from the shack; that I lived in the shack for my  
entire life.” 

He was facing an eviction himself and joined Abahlali, which is 
based primarily in and around Durban, in the province of Kwa-
Zulu-Natal. They took the eviction to court and won. 

But the other thing that drew him to Abahlali was its focus 
on “living politics”, in terms of “the basic things that we are 
fighting for as human beings, as South Africans, the fact that 
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we need water, electricity, and shelter and that we need to find 
ways as poor people to sustain ourselves, not relying on the 
state; and create our own authority where we can actually look  
after ourselves.”

When we start speaking about spatial apartheid and its impact 
on organising, Thapelo tells us that “in fact that’s what we are 
being killed for in Durban, because the land that we are occu-
pying is prime land, well located for people to be in the cities. 
[Over the years though] we managed to occupy land that was 
untouchable, that was for middle class and elite.” 

Today, Thapelo and many Abahlali members and leaders wor-
ry about their lives. Thapelo tell us, “As I speak to you now 
many of our leaders are in danger.  Some of us are in hiding 
trying to find ways of survival. So how can you then say you 
have hope in such a government that openly says that they 
will deal with the poor. And dealing with the poor means killing 
them, repressing them.” Political assassinations continue to be 
a growing problem in South Africa. A recent report showed that 
90 politicians have been killed through assassinations in the 
country since 2016, a rate more than double that of previous 
years.1 These political assassinations tend to be concentrated 
in KwaZulu-Natal, where Abahlali is based.

Thapelo tells us that just “yesterday two members of Abahlali 
were shot at by the Metro police with live ammunition. Luckily 
one was shot in the leg and the other was shot in the hand. 
Just for taking to the streets for basic needs such as electricity, 
because they have not had electricity for three days.”

***

In this seemingly impossible and deadly situation, what do 
social movements like Abahlali do? Thapelo says that “power 
does not lie with the politicians but in fact we are the ones 
who elect the government at the end of the day and for us to 
continue complaining about the very same people whom we 
put in power – I think it’s time we rethink politics.” Part of this 
is finding real alternatives. “I’m not saying the alternative is a 
political party but I think there should be a social movement 
indaba where social movements come together and say let’s 
come up with an alternative.”

Finally, Thapelo tells us that “we should do away with egos. 
We have a problem. Social movements, trade unions, every-
thing. Somebody once said the government does not have to 
do anything about the Left because the Left fights among itself. 
[Rather] let’s be humble and work together and not compete 
among ourselves.”

***

A few months after we saw Thapelo, Abahlali organised a march 
in Durban against the repression they and other activists con-
tinue to face, with solidarity marches all across the country. On 
announcing the march, they said:
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We will demand an end to violence against our movement 
and all other struggling communities. We will demand 
the right to free and democratic organising outside of the 
ANC. We will demand that all the murders of our comrades 
be properly investigated. We will demand that all threats 
made by councillors, as well as the Mayor, be investigat-
ed. And, yes, we will demand that our leaders in hiding  
be protected.2

Endnotes.

1. Norimitsu Onishi & Selam Gebrekidan, “Hitmen and pow-
er: South Africa’s leaders are killing one another”, The New 
York Times, 30 September, 2018.  
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/30/world/africa/
south-africa-anc-killings.html.

2. Abahlali baseMjondolo press statement, “Abahlali to 
march against state repression, threats and assassina-
tions”, 5 October 2018. http://abahlali.org/node/16776/.



POWER IN OUR 

Phumeza Mlungwana.

SEARCHING FOR 

POLITICS

The first time I voted in a national election was in 2008 at  
Yomelela Primary School in Khayelitsha, Cape Town. I was 19 
years old. I did it mainly because of my father. He strongly  
believed that everyone had to vote to ensure we never experi-
enced the same struggles that his generation did under Apart-
heid. He used to say that we must treasure “ukuphatha komntu 
omnyana” – the fact that we have a black-led government. He 
often told me that it was my responsibility to honour history 
– the fact that I enjoyed the right to vote in a country in which 
that right hadn’t existed for black people for so long.

In truth, it did not feel like my vote mattered. It certainly didn’t 
seem to provide me with any power to reshape government 
institutions or to do anything about the struggles of people 
in Khayelitsha. From where I was standing my vote had no 
significant impact on the poor state of governance. I felt only 
a deep sense of mistrust of political parties and their lead-
ers: that people are not heard, and the levels of corruption  
continued unabated. 

Back then I would have said that political power was for poli-
ticians, or for those interested in power for personal gain. But 
today I feel differently. Today I feel that we must build power 
that addresses these frustrations within our politics. The dis-
connect between political power and people’s social struggles, 
as well as the poor levels of citizen engagement, continues to 
be evident.
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The significant decline in voter turnout in electoral politics 
over the past few years is probably the clearest indicator of 
people’s deep frustration.1 In this context my greatest mo-
tivation for joining the Social Justice Coalition (SJC) was the  
movement’s ability to build power outside the state. Social  
justice campaigns have played an important role in advocat-
ing state accountability in a number of community struggles 
and they have yielded a number of victories that should be 
celebrated. The establishment of the Khayelitsha Commission 
and how this influenced the appointment of a new Cluster  
Commander for Khayelitsha and the establishment of the 
Western Cape Police ombudsman was a victory in itself. The 
role of Treatment Action Campaign in the massive roll-out of 
HIV and AIDS treatment is another historical victory of com-
munity organising. A campaign by several social movements 
in 2013 for adequate public lighting in one of the busiest and 
most dangerous routes in Khayelitsha saw streetlights installed 
and repairs done for the first time. This was achieved with-
in two weeks of public action.2 There are numerous campaign 
victories that have resulted from movements and community 
organising throughout the country. Community education, re-
search, litigation, and protests have all played a crucial role in 
advancing these struggles. 

However, many social movements have strategically divorced 
themselves from directly engaging the political system in its 
entirety – including electoral spaces, even though these spaces 
are so important to what and how issues are decided within 

the state. In doing so many of the movements in the country 
have alienated themselves from those that attempt to directly 
engage with the political system such as through the support 
of political parties or contesting for political office. There are 
a number of justifiable reasons for this segregation. We have 
all learnt how political parties easily weaken movements, how 
community struggles have been used for political point scor-
ing or as scapegoats. And we recognise the need to build a 
strong cadre of people united across political divides and to  
objectively promote accountability. This disconnection, in my 
view, is both a blindspot and a contradiction. We have avoid-
ed these problems by distancing our struggles from elector-
al politics because we believe the system has failed, instead 
of figuring out how best to rebuild or invent new alternatives 
to close the gap while advancing community struggles. This is 
preventing us from achieving a maximum impact. 

When I think about these issues, the politics of the Khayelitsha 
Commission of Inquiry into Policing always comes back to me. 
Growing up in Khayelitsha, the lack of safety was always part 
of my life – in the home, in our neighbourhoods, on public 
transport, or on the way to school. I’ve seen people killed, a 
friend murdered, and two of my own brothers have been shot. 
Exposure to gender-based violence, aggravated robbery, and 
assaults are a daily struggle. Growing up like this you learn 
to adopt survival mechanisms and find every possible way to 
make yourself safer. But the Khayelitsha Commission brought 
home to many of us how systemic these things were and what 
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could possibly be done about it. Through its campaigns, the SJC 
had laid bare many of the structural problems that resulted in 
lack of safety in townships. The SJC led a call for a commission. 
When the Premier of the Western Cape, Helen Zille, agreed to 
establish the commission to investigate the inefficiencies of 
policing in 2012, this opened an opportunity to deal with the  
violence, insecurity, and injustice engraved in poor communi-
ties.

That being said, it also showed us how politics can get in the 
way and why it is important to think more deeply about elec-
toral politics and social movements. In the case of the Com-
mission the struggle of people in Khayelitsha was repeatedly 
overshadowed by politicisation and party political interests.

***

When the Commission was established in 2012 the Democratic 
Alliance (DA) governed the Western Cape, as it still does today. 
The Western Cape is the only province governed by an oppo-
sition party in a country where the African National Congress 
(ANC) is in power in national government.

This national-versus-provincial opposition is an unintend-
ed opening for political play in and of itself. One of these is 
that the South African Police Service (SAPS) is administered 
nationally. This meant that a DA Premier was establishing a 
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commission to look into the workings of an entity governed by 
the ANC. The decision was well within her constitutional and 
oversight powers. But of course Zille knew that it also benefit-
ed her politically. In fact she chose not to include the local law 
enforcement institutions of the City of Cape Town in the terms 
of reference of the Commission, giving us the first sign that she 
too was going to play politics instead of doing what was best 
for Khayelitsha.

The Minister of Police, Nathi Mthethwa, then challenged the 
powers of the Commission and delayed its start by well over 
a year. The courts became a political battleground for the ANC 
and the DA. Minister Mthethwa’s legal challenge was a polit-
ical one and completely ignored the reality facing people in 
Khayelitsha. In the judgment the Constitutional Court handed 
down against the Minister’s attempt to stop the Commission, 
Deputy Chief Justice Dikgang Moseneke said: 

The details of incessant crime emerging from the complaint 
are unsettling. There is much to worry about when the insti-
tutions that are meant to protect vulnerable residents fail, 
or are perceived to be failing … The complainants sought 
to invoke these oversight mechanisms, which will be best 
served by a commission entrusted with powers of subpoe-
na over members of the Police service.3

Minister Mthethwa not only refused to meaningfully engage, 
but used various strategies to try to undermine the role we, at 
the SJC, and the complainant organisations played. During the 
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Commission’s hearings in 2014, together with the Khayelitsha 
Development Forum (KDF), which is closely linked to the ANC, 
Minister Mthethwa organised a safety summit in response to 
our campaign and against the Commission.4 A wall of police 
and KDF leaders blocked SJC members from entering. After an 
hour of arguing outside, they finally let us in. Inside, speakers 
in the programme made comments about organisations that 
had been “infiltrated” by political interests. The speakers in-
cluded Minister Mthethwa, members of the provincial police 
service, and, KDF leadership Chairperson Ndithini Tyhido and 
a number of other KDF leaders. It was clearly a dismissal of 
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the establishment of the Commission. Their argument was that 
social movements and complainant organisations were being 
used by the DA to undermine the ANC-led government. It was 
clear they were speaking about us. Outside I asked the head of 
the KDF directly: “Is this a summit on crime or a summit against 
the commission?” As in the past, KDF dismissed our concerns. 
The summit was just one example of a broader pattern where 
the ANC used community structures and party resources to 
undermine the struggle and need for safety. Instead it chose 
simply to advance its own party political agenda.
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Despite the political point scoring, legal battles, and interfer-
ence, the Commission did go ahead. It was a powerful process 
that we hoped would end the politicisation. One direct result 

was that the police became much more cooperative during the 

public hearings and in the end it led to concrete recommenda-

tions for improving policing in Khayelitsha.

But a year after the Commission ended we had to accept that 

the attitude of the Police Ministry had not really changed. After 

endless letters, calls, protests, and meetings, the Police Minis-

try was not interested in cooperating.

It was clear to us that we needed to continue to organise to en-

sure the implementation of the recommendations that would 

improve safety in Khayelitsha. Meanwhile, the police’s own 

crime statistics continued to paint a dire picture of the crime 

and the lack of safety.

During the five years between 2012 and 2017 the Police Ministry 

saw three different ministers: Nathi Mthethwa, Nathi Nhleko 

and Fikile Mbalula. The ANC took a decision to reshuffle and 

deploy them with seemingly no obligation to justify their ac-

tions in a manner that denied accountability. For us, we would 

have to start again with each minister. And with each one 

would come new promises. By 2016, we had launched litigation 

against Minister Nhleko to force him to act on some of the key 

recommendations. But court processes are slow and the police 

kept delaying. 
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In April 2017, a year after launching the court case I was sit-

ting in a meeting on safety and policing at the KDF offices in 

Khayelitsha on a Sunday morning. Mr Fikile Mbalula had just 

been made Minister of Police. The new Deputy Minister, Bon-

gani Mkongi, and SAPS provincial and local leadership were at 

the meeting.5  We raised several issues: SAPS’ system for deter-

mining the Theoretical Human Resource Requirement (THRR) 

of police stations; the urgent reallocation of human resourc-

es to the three Khayelitsha police stations (which was one of 

the Commission’s recommendations); and the way we’d been 

forced to go to court. 

The Deputy Minister then openly questioned why the police 

were challenging the SJC in court and said he would look into 

it. He further commented that the issue of adequate allocation 

of police human resources was not a fight we needed to have 

with the police and therefore they had no reason to continue 

in court. 

The following day my phone rang and it was Deputy Minister 

Mkongi on the other end. He asked me to explain more to him 

about the court case and what needed to be done. I explained 

to him that they needed to drop the case, and implement the 

recommendation as required – it seemed that he was prepared 

to do that. Today, at the time of writing, it’s almost two years 

since that phone call. The Equality Court has recently made a 

ruling in favour of the SJC’s application. Deputy Minister Mkon-

gi’s promises went nowhere. And, as a movement and as indi-

vidual voters, we still do not have the powers to hold him to 
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account for his promises. This for me highlighted the need to 

explore different forms of political accountability.

Thinking	 differently	
about	social	movements	
and	political	parties.

This whole period was characterised by deep frustrations. 
These frustrations were a direct result of building our advocacy 
campaigns within specific areas of the current political system. 
The SJC’s campaign focused on holding the executive sphere 
of government to account. As a last resort, we appealed to the 
judiciary, in order to force accountability. 

But while we were aware of the structure of government and 
the different actors within the state, we continued to organise. 
We did this with the idea that government and political parties 
were two separate spaces of power, each with different respon-
sibilities and functioning independently of each other. 

This separation does not exist in reality. When party members 
are deployed to government they represent the interests of 
their party and not of those who voted them into power. The 
party-political interests and agendas, which are influenced by 
party members, have significant sway in decision-making across 
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all the divisions of the state. What politicians say in public of-
ten contradicts their actions or what they say in closed meet-
ings. And there is no clear mechanism to hold them to account. 
As movements we haven’t considered enough how to directly 
challenge political parties for the decisions that their members 
and representatives make within the state. My argument is that 
the state decisions are influenced by party-political interests. 
Ignoring these interests is a shortcoming. 

We must accept that electoral politics has too much power 
in our system. There isn’t one alternative but there are a few 
things to think about. The current democratic political system, 
in real terms, provides very limited power for citizens to take 
part in decision-making within state institutions. This is a con-
siderable debate in itself; one that requires us to deliberate on 
a number of other political participation mechanisms includ-
ing contesting elections.

Firstly, we need to find ways to directly engage with political 
party decision-making. In the case of the Khayelitsha Com-
mission of Inquiry, many decisions that delayed it were par-
ty-political in nature. When dealing with a situation like this, 
a campaign could seek to engage and target political parties 
as actors in and of themselves. Campaigns shouldn’t simply 
be looked at as legal, administrative battles, but political ones 
as well, ones that involve and engage with many parts of the 
political system.

Secondly, we need to begin to change the way we think about 
social movement membership and their participation in oth-

er structures. Community struggles are political and the strict 
separation of identities between social movement member-
ship and political party membership could be challenged 
more. Members of a social movement could, for example, target  
decision-making bodies within their own respective political 
parties. They could use political party branches to put pressure 
on the party as a whole to influence the decisions of those 
parties. 

Thirdly, we need to take into account that the state is not a 
monolithic structure. That is, we can find strategic levers. The 
Commission, for example, revealed the complex nature of SAPS 
and how we needed to balance cooperation and support with 
the local police instead of being just adversarial. A big part of 
this is learning to balance between conflict-based campaigns 
and strategic engagement with people within the state. 

Public action works, but it has its limitations. You cannot par-
ticipate in a thousand marches and not get fatigued. Protest is 
part of the answer, but the question is how do we marry it with 
more strategic political choices? We have to try new things. The 
idea that we’re going to have all the answers is not going to 
happen. But we need to do the work and restrategise as we go. 
This is how a political solution is going to come. We must try all 
the options, do them, fail, and rebuild.

Endnotes.
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 AND  

In coversation with Mazibuko Jara,  
November 2017.

BETWEEN WISDOM 

MADNESS 

Looking back over a political life, spanning nearly thirty years, 
Mazibuko Jara jokes that if he had been wise he would probably 
be something like a cabinet minister by now. Mazibuko chose 
a more difficult route, one that involved challenging powerful 
political forces, which included some of the very same people 
that he personally took through political schools. It was a route 
that he admits was a little “mad”. 

In 2005, several years before Jacob Zuma took power,  
Mazibuko wrote a paper titled, “What colour is our flag, red or 
JZ?” Then a leading strategist in the South African Communist 
Party (SACP), Mazibuko questioned the party’s uncritical sup-
port of the would-be president. Zuma had recently been fired 
as Deputy President, was accused of rape and faced numerous 
allegations of corruption. He had given no indication of being 
an ally of poor and working-class struggles in any serious way 
in post-Apartheid South Africa.

Mazibuko was ultimately suspended by the SACP. Zuma became 
President and South Africa began what many have since called 
its “lost decade”, where whole parts of the state, including the 
revenue service, were captured, hollowed out, and looted by 
Zuma and his associates.

It’s around midnight on a hot night just outside of Cape Town 
as we talk to Mazibuko about this history. Although we’re all 
exhausted, as always he very quickly pierces through the usual 
rhetoric with his characteristic clarity. He speaks frankly about 
how the contemporary “moment of ANC crisis, this moment of 
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political realignment demonstrates the utter and ultimate de-
feat of the Left in the post-Apartheid context. If the Left was not 
defeated, it would be well organised, it would be benefitting 
from the ANC crisis, but it’s not going to benefit. So the ideal of 
mass-based Left possibilities is not possible yet. It’s a matter 
that will require work, sustained organising, deep thinking, and 
a proper diagnosis of why the Left has failed.”

***

Between 1990 and 2005 life expectancy in South Africa dropped 
from 62 to 51 as a result of the HIV/AIDS crisis. Millions of peo-
ple died, the majority during Thabo Mbeki’s presidency.1 In 
1998, Mazibuko formed part of a group of people that start-
ed the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) to campaign for the 
treatment of people living with HIV/AIDS. The TAC went up 
against then president Thabo Mbeki’s AIDS denialism and was 
one of the first mass movements to develop in post-Apartheid 
South Africa. 

The TAC achieved what seemed unthinkable: the eventual 
countrywide roll-out of medication for people living with HIV/
AIDS. They promoted a societal shift on HIV/AIDS, particularly 
around its deep stigmatisation that had existed in the early 
years.

One of the important things the TAC did, Mazibuko explains, 
was “to make workers realise HIV was a workers’ issue.” In this 
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sense, the TAC built important political allies across society, 
including within trade unions, but “we’ve gone back from that. 
We’ve retreated again.” 

There have been some moments where attempts were made 
at building political fronts, particularly during the Zuma years 
– the Democratic Left Front or NUMSA’s United Front, for ex-
ample. But the mistake, he explains, has been that there’s a  
“mania amongst people, some of the social movements and 
many on the Left, to regard a moment of crisis as an opportu-
nity to launch something.” Rather it should be “a perspective of 
the long haul it’s the strategy of the long haul.”

Part of the issue, Mazibuko clarifies, is that “we shouldn’t un-
derestimate the extent to which the majority of workers and 
the unemployed continue to invest in the ANC, their history, 
their symbolism of 1994, the prestige of the leaders of the ANC.” 
In this sense, “the ANC is part of people’s very conscious choic-
es, not unconscious choices … [This is] a major factor which the 
Left has ignored.” 

***

In 2012, Mazibuko moved back to the Eastern Cape. There he 
started Ntinga Ntaba kaNdoda, a people’s movement in Keis-
kammahoek “focusing on rural democracy and land reform, 
and also experimenting with alternatives around food produc-
tion and cooperatives.”
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In Ntinga they “go for many months without salaries because 
we’ve not secured enough funds. The reason why we haven’t 
secured enough funds is because we opted not to become an 
NGO.” Before rushing for funds they wanted to “ensure that 
the social base owns this thing. You can do that but it reaches 
limits very soon, because when you’re activist based, you need 
a full-time activist base and for that full-time activist base to 
survive it needs income.”

This is where careful thought needs to be given to self-suf-
ficiency. In the case of Ntinga, they’re trying several avenues, 
including becoming a communally-owned internet service 
provider. This all requires serious political work, as Mazibu-
ko explains. “When I was branch secretary of the Communist 
Party, Johannesburg, Central Branch, we paid an organiser  
R5 000 a month. Where did that money come from? It came 
from monthly parties. How did you organise these parties? A 
comrade would offer their house, so the venue is free, ten to 
fifteen comrades would offer food, someone would bring a pot 
of samp, a pot of chicken, a pot of rice. We’d sell that food, but 
it was donated by comrades.”

***

Taking the perspective of the long haul is for Mazibuko “imag-
ining basically a situation where you won’t have the Left in 
power, but the work would have been such that there is a  
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political pole in this country that’s mass-based and that is rep-
resenting a Left project in a dynamic way.”

Getting there isn’t easy. To begin with, most people struggle 
with the tensions between wanting to get more immediate im-
provements to people’s lives on the one hand and changing 
the system on the other. This has often been called a conflict 
between reform and revolution. But Mazibuko cautions to go 
beyond this binary.

On the one hand, reforms on their own are insufficient. Ser-
vices and housing can be delivered in townships, for example, 
but it will always be limited if it doesn’t “talk about transform-
ing the geography of Apartheid.” But at the same time if you 
don’t do the immediate things and “you are waiting for revolu-
tion, you are just basically disabled from being active”, forever 
wishing for a revolution that may never come.

Rather, there is a “bridge between the two – transformation.” 
In this sense one can start to build structural power in terms 
of making a claim on state resources through reform, building 
cooperatives, and building real people’s power outside of the 
invited spaces of government processes.

For this, Mazibuko explains, there needs to be a range of “vi-
brant mass movements, civics, rural organisations, women, 
youth, students, trade unions, cooperatives” that can link im-
mediate demands with the transformation of society. To do 
this people have to “understand the source of the problems in 
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a deep, systematic, structural sense. To do that will take time. 
And to do that is not going to be bookish, it’s not going to be 
boardroom, it’s going to take struggle.” 

Endnotes.

1. Nathan Geffen, Debunking Delusions, Johannesburg:  
Jacana, 2010, p. 1.
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Zackie Achmat tells us that these days, “we are nowhere near 
a revolutionary moment. We are in defence mode against an 
authoritarian state and what we have to prevent is going back 
to underground work. It is a defensive struggle at the mo-
ment, and it should become an offensive struggle that goes 
particularly against capital. But also the corrupt state, against  
property power, against the inequality that people face.” But 
today there is the need for “a second revolution to implement 
the Constitution. Not a second revolution to overthrow the 
Constitution, but to implement it.”

The source of Zackie’s activism started at home he says, “grow-
ing up in a poor working class family [where] from a very early 
age, probably around five, I had to start listening to the radio 
news with my grandfather. And as soon as I could read, I had 
to read newspapers for him. My grandfather got me to read 
politics, all what was happening in the world and the country. 
I think also the fact that I was gay made me – I was different. 
Bullying was a very serious problem and I think that toughened 
me up very significantly. At home I also had a series of negative 
experiences with domestic violence, particularly against chil-
dren.” These things “influenced what I did subsequently, and 
I think of the 1976 rebellion, which brought millions of people 
into politics.”

We sat down with Zackie, an anti-Apartheid activist and 
founder of the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC), to ask some  
questions on politics in South Africa historically and today.
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Could you touch on how you see the role of activism in 
post-Apartheid South Africa?

If you consider yourself an activist who is interested in funda-
mental changes and social relations in society, you accept that 
an activist doesn’t only spout rev olutionary theory and words 
and programmes all the time. An activist will be a totally dif-
ferent being at different times in a political movement and in 
different times over a historical period. 

When 1994 came, most of us handed over the politics to the 
exile apparatus and it subsumed the trade union leaders and 
the United Democratic Front (UDF) leaders. Many UDF leaders 
were so tired. And the aura that people like Mandela brought 
covered up all the corruption of the exile apparatus. So, many 
of us stepped away from formal politics, a significant cadre 
went into representative politics, particularly into provincial 
parliaments and national parliament. Many others went into 
business. Over the next ten years we had a lot of people dying 
from HIV-related illnesses.

So you had a wiping out of a whole generation of people. And 
that, together with the others getting subsumed, was very 
dangerous, especially because we left no independent move-
ment outside. The South African National Civic Organisation  
(SANCO) was the only semi-independent one and the  
Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU) was  
semi-independent; but SANCO started only becoming interest-
ed in what local resources they could get from the state and 
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the party and positions. The trade unions only started becom-
ing interested in wages for their members and positions and 
how much money they could make through workers’ member-
ship fees, pension funds and so on.

That changed the character of our politics, but there were few 
of us that understood that the constitution was revolutionary 
in its impact. That drove a generation of us into an activism 
that was based on rights, whether it was the rights of people 
living with HIV, the rights of women to have the termination of 
pregnancy, or the rights of queer people.

Why have we struggled to engage with formal power  
meaningfully?

Our generation of activists was rooted by socialist parties 
across the world, which gave people a political moral centre 
and a belief that there was a better future ahead. The rise of 
Thatcherism and the destruction of the Soviet Union left us 
all bewildered and placed us in the situation where socialism 
became a dirty word. We are only now beginning to recover it. 

Suddenly capitalism had a new lease of life that looked as if 
it was going to last forever. The creation of a professional NGO 
layer, which is different from a professional cadre, took politics 
totally out of everything. So you would have that “rights talk” 
with no politics, no social context.

You went from politics to policy. My life was filled with policy 
papers and laws that you had to read. TAC changed that and 
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it became a revolutionary activism on the right to life. Even 
though it was a small-scale movement, at the height we had 
between fifteen and twenty thousand members. Yet, it literally 
had the sympathy of the whole country.

In our first year we had a R15 000 budget. In our third year we 
had a R150 000 budget. By the time it came to our sixth year, 
our budget was R30 million. Now when that starts happening, 
you have first a financial administrator, then a financial officer 
with clerks, then you have to have a fundraising department. 
Your General Secretary and your Chairpersons have to spend 
a lot of time meeting funders. And suddenly there is a totally 
new element that has crept in. Now suddenly there are people 
with jobs and the people with jobs immediately change their 
relationship with the people they’re organising. 

Unless you counter that politically and unless there is power 
from below, that won’t change. Because the leadership was so 
intensely involved in politics, the civil disobedience, the court 
cases, the rolling out of the treatment, all that sort of stuff that, 
you don’t pay attention. That killed the movement because 
suddenly there was a professionalisation and you protect your 
job, not the cause. 

Do you have any thoughts on what a broader political project 
could look like?

I have sleepless nights thinking about whether I personally 
made a mistake – and other people made mistakes – in terms 
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of leaving the African National Congress (ANC). For HIV, for  
toilets, for education, and stuff like that. If we had stayed in the 
ANC and said “this is what you have to do”, how would it have 
changed politics and the outcomes in the ANC today?

There is no question that the state capture would have been 
tried, but you would have had a wing of the ANC that is gen-
uinely socialist and radical. But it is easy to look at that with 
hindsight. 

What we need to realise is that whatever we do in relation to 
representative politics, the politics of the movement outside 
must be the politics of the representative inside. 

Unless we recognise that is what we have to do, all the work we 
are doing in the movements is going to fail. You don’t have the 
same power as a movement. You can have greater power if you 
supplement it with representative politics. 

The construction of a left front has to go back to basics, which 
is obviously the politics. There are a whole bunch of things – 
there is the ideology, there is the programme, there is the plu-
rality as opposed to diversity of what you have to organise, and 
the plurality is very different from the diversity. Pluralism must  
recognise the contestation of different ideas as opposed to dif-
ferent identities only. It recognises different identities as part 
of that, but having different ideas is the most important part. 
The second part that’s critical, the foundation of it – we must 
recognise that the people we’re organising lead very plural 
lives compared to what we do.
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I don’t know whether [political] parties are still relevant glob-
ally. The question is how do you create the plurality of move-
ments that are sufficient to coordinate in order to put people 
in representative institutions? I don’t have an answer for that. 
I think it is a thing that we, collectively, have to learn and think 
and test. The most important thing is to go and test it, not to 
talk about it.





Dustin Kramer.
Near the beginning of 2017 I attended a protest outside Parlia-
ment in Cape Town. At the end of the march, as everyone was 
leaving, a new protest arrived. They had their own banners and 
placards. Many of us knew one another and we greeted each 
other. It felt as if we were passing the baton in a relay race.

As I walked away I wondered why we were there. What had we 
just achieved? Had it been worth it? How often outside Parlia-
ment – one of the more utilised protest spots in the city – do 
scenes like this play out?

We had marched to hand over a memorandum. The govern-
ment official received it as they had probably done many times 
before. It’s difficult to even remember who this person was or 
what they looked like. Each memorandum over the years went 
to a similarly nondescript, uninterested, and mildly annoyed 
bureaucrat or politician. Afterwards we went home. 

My questioning that day wasn’t specifically about the method 
of protest – an important tactic whose usefulness today is part 
of a bigger debate – but more about the strange feeling that 
we were acting out a script. I had experienced this before. Were 
we doing things because it was what was needed or simply 
because we had done them that way before?

In his piercing critique of the revolutionary rhetoric of many 
self-defining socialists in 1930s England, George Orwell wrote 
in The Road to Wigan Pier that, “we all rail against class dis-
tinctions, but very few people seriously want to abolish them. 

UNKNOWN
INTO THE
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South African workers (roughly 4.5 million people) are poten-
tially automatable in the near future.”2 This is in the context 
of a country with an unemployment rate presently of around 
30% and an already extreme level of racial inequality. The hard  
reality is that to continue on the current road means that  
unemployment in South Africa is most likely not going to get 
better. If anything, as technological change continues, it will 
either stay the same or get worse. 

During the past few years I have often felt a deep frustration 
with politics today and a sense that despite the important 
achievements of activists in many places, something bigger 
has to shift; that a new politics needs to be built both inside 
and outside activist movements and organisations. 

New	questions:	 
from	South	Africa	to	
Mexico, Chile, and 
Spain

In early 2018, Phumeza and I met Roberto Castillo near Coyoacán 
in the southern part of Mexico City. In his mid-twenties,  
Roberto was at that time running as an independent candi-
date in the Mexico City local government elections under the  

Here you come upon the important fact that every revolution-
ary opinion draws part of its strength from a secret conviction 
that nothing can be changed.”1 

Leading a movement requires you to be accountable and we 
would often have to answer the question: “How far have we 
come?” This was humbling. It meant that we didn’t have the 
luxury of just theorising “revolution”. We needed change, but 
we also didn’t want to pretend to be doing so when we weren’t. 

***

The world today is changing rapidly and there are no easy an-
swers to what sometimes come across as intractable problems. 
There are unprecedented capacities for surveillance by both 
states and companies. A particular brand of right-wing politi-
cal parties is being elected across many regions as distinct as  
Europe and Latin America. New forms of cyber-warfare are  
rapidly developing, while the increasing ability to fake informa-
tion and for it to spread rapidly is a threat to information-based 
social structures and institutions. With this comes the massive 
political polarisation amplified – and in certain ways generat-
ed – by social media, declining ideological certainty, and major 
economic changes, which will become increasingly evident in 
time.

In South Africa, for example, as the academic Daniel B. le Roux 
has pointed out “the occupations performed by almost 35% of 
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banner of a movement called Wikipolítica. That movement 
had developed out of earlier social movement organising, 
particularly of young people and students.3 It first came to 
prominence in 2015 when a twenty-five-year-old independent  
candidate, named Pedro Kumamoto, emerged as the first per-
son anywhere in the country to run and win outside of the 
traditional political parties in a state congress. He was elected 
in the state of Jalisco, north of Mexico City. 

Mexico’s political system has seen little space for alternatives 
outside of the established political parties or figures, which 
are viewed with contempt by many as a result of corruption, 
impunity, and violence. Mexico’s Institutional Revolutionary 
Party (PRI) was in power for around seventy years from 1929 
until the turn of the twentieth century. Like South Africa’s  
African National Congress (ANC), the PRI had what journalist Jo 
Tuckman calls an “ideological nebulousness” oriented around 
ideas of a revolutionary nationalism that developed after the  
Mexican Revolution of 1910. For seven decades the PRI used 
this as part of “a broader narrative of national liberation” that 
formed the basis for its ideological justification for remaining  
in power.4

When Kumamoto was elected to that state congress in 2015 he 
didn’t win power in terms of getting a party majority. He was 
after all a single independent. But he tried to use his one seat 
as an entry point to shift the way politics was done, includ-
ing for example the way that politicians and parties in that 
state were funded. He called the strategy “losing we shall win,”5  
acknowledging that winning politically and winning electorally 
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can sometimes mean different things. 

Today, like in South Africa, politics in Mexico can be deadly – 
according to several reports, in the lead-up to the 2018 election 
over one hundred politicians were killed across Mexico; over 
forty were electoral candidates.6

Against this backdrop, and in some ways in response 
to it, groups of young independent activists – including  
Roberto Castillo – ran for various local and national seats in the 
2018 elections under the banner of Wikipolítica. In this sense 
Wikipolítica’s young activists have been trying to do things 
differently, building the capacity to contest elections as inde-
pendents linked to broader social movement demands and to 
challenge the political impunity of dominant political parties.

For various reasons, including the unprecedented wave of elec-
toral support for presidential candidate Andrés Manuel López 
Obrador and his relatively new party, MORENA, the dynamics 
of the 2018 election shifted substantially ahead of the election 
and Wikipolítica struggled to win seats.

Soon after the election, Roberto wrote about, and reflected 
openly on, what needed to be done. He spoke about the cam-
paign losses in the 2018 election but also the seed that he 
hoped had been planted. He asked an important, but difficult 
question that had troubled me for some time: “How do we 
build a political movement capable of having one foot inside 
the institutions and the other outside of them?” [translated 
from Spanish]7 
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Much of the frustration I’ve felt in the past was linked to this 
sort of tension; to the feeling of endlessly shouting at the 
gates, but also knowing that a simple strategy of contesting 
electoral power would not necessarily be the answer either – 
not least given the limits of the state, the complex nature of 
power today, and the limited chance of success in any event 
of such a move.

Part of the answer I believe however is in figuring out how to 
start challenging older political and ideological alliances and 
traditions and building ones that can strengthen the position 
of activists and social movements.

A place where this has started to happen in interesting ways 
over the past few years is Chile – a country of around 18 million 
people in the south-western part of South America. Like South 
Africa, Chile became a democracy in the early 1990s. The dom-
inant political coalitions of the Left and the Right continued 
mostly unchallenged for twenty years after that. But between 
2011 and 2013 some of the largest student movements for free 
public education of the region emerged through the Chilean 
universities. 

In the national elections in 2013, some activists from the stu-
dent movement went on to contest and several won seats in 
the Chilean congress. Four years later ahead of the 2017 nation-
al election, various social movement groups and progressive 
political parties – many linked to the earlier student move-
ments – joined together into a platform called the Frente Am-
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plio [The Broad Front].8

Giorgio Jackson, one of the Frente Amplio’s most well-known 
leaders and one of the first former student activists to make 
it to congress in 2013, explained to Phumeza and I when we 
met in Santiago, that just over twenty Frente Amplio candi-
dates won seats in the Congress in the 2017 election. This rep-
resents around 13% of the congress – a remarkable achieve-
ment given that the front was only formed before that election. 
Many were part of Revolución Democrática, the movement 
with which Giorgio first contested elections and that later be-
came one of the political parties of the Frente Amplio. Beatriz  
Sánchez, the presidential candidate for the Frente Amplio, 
won  20% of the popular vote. This came not long after another 
leader from a party that joined the Frente Amplio was elected 
as mayor of the coastal Chilean city of Valparaíso, west of the 
capital. 

The Frente Amplio has challenged the political establishment 
as a whole – across the traditional coalitions of the Left and 
Right and the arguably neoliberal consensus that they have 
represented. An important element of this challenge is the 
way that they have remained serious about social movement  
organising and strengthening the demands of grassroots or-
ganising through new types of links to formal power. In this 
sense electoral politics becomes an additional piece of a com-
plex picture and is not necessarily meant to take the place of 
grassroots organising. It is in part about trying to reimagine 
the relationship between social movements and formal poli-

tics and in so doing further build the power of the campaigns 
of movements, not abandon them.

One of the central problems in doing this is in building new 
forms of power and understandings of power and democracy 
that go beyond the simple idea of state power. The nature of 
power is always complex, but today, particularly at the city lev-
el, it is more complex than is often acknowledged.

In 2015 Ada Colau – a housing activist – became the Mayor of 
Barcelona in Spain through the rise of a mass-based activist 
platform called Barcelona en Comú. The platform was created 
in response to, among other things, widespread evictions and 
what many saw as the hollowing out of large parts of the city 
due to corporations such as Airbnb, for example. They have 
as such been trying to build a different kind of more radical-
ly democratic, internationalist, and progressive politics that is 
linked to grassroots movements with an understanding of the 
importance of power at the city level in today’s world and the 
way that power manifests through the relationship between 
the international financial system, global capital, and prop-
erty.9 An important part of their organising is also based on 
what they call feminising politics. This is not just about gen-
der equality but a shift in the way that politics and organising 
is done – in particular, away from a politics primarily based 
around hard authority, conflict, and confrontation, to one that 
embraces a deeper form of democracy and deliberation.

There have been some successes in Barcelona – most recently 
agreements for new housing developments to have significant 
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portions set aside for affordable housing as well as regula-
tion of corporate activities and power in the city such as that  
of Airbnb.10

Importantly, with similar urban movements across the world 
they have begun to build an international municipalist move-
ment connecting city-based movements and electoral plat-
forms under the banner of “Fearless Cities”, with the aim as 
they write “of radicalizing democracy, feminizing politics and 
standing up to the far right.”11

Reclaim the City, the Cape Town-based housing movement, 
is also part of the Fearless Cities network, with several of its 
members having attended the first summit in Barcelona. After 
two internationalist summits of Fearless Cities, the first Lat-
in America summit was held in late 2018 in Valparaíso, Chile, 
where  a leader from the Frente Amplio is in power. 

When asked about the comparison between developments 
in places like Barcelona and those of Chile, one Chilean 
senator from the Frente Amplio speaks of a “common idea 
of a democratic popular alternative beyond the two-par-
ty system that can represent the majority and defend  
social rights.”12

This includes interrogating, for example, the urban power of 
corporations and tech companies, property speculators, and 
hedge funds. It includes a deeper understanding of the limits 
of state power in today’s world and as such the problem with 
the idea that all that’s needed is to form a big political party 
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to take the state or to develop more activism directed only 
at the state. Finally, it acknowledges the deep need to build 
something that people can believe in today beyond the stale 
ideas of yesterday.

The	need	for	
reinvention.

In her book The March of Folly, the historian Barbara Tuch-
man wrote about a political problem she called “folly”. She 
argued that folly was the distinct fault that governments 
across vast times of human history, from ancient Greece to the  
United States in Vietnam, suffer from when they will not 
change a particular policy trajectory once its failure becomes 
clear. Tuchman traced historically just how, even in response 
to all evidence that showed they would lose, officials from a 
vast range of cultures and nations would “continue down the 
wrong road as if in thrall to some Merlin with magic power to 
direct their steps.”13

This problem affects all kinds of organisations, movements, 
and institutions. Work can become a process of ticking boxes, 
of doing things the way they’ve been done before and fulfill-
ing criteria that are no longer relevant. Usually people adopt 
a strategy and then find ways to stick with it no matter how 
counterintuitive it becomes. Changing course is seen as the 
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consequence of having failed. 

That being said, there are particular dynamics that seem to 
keep new paths somehow just always out of reach. Thinking 
about anything other than just keeping the organisation alive 
can seem too much when you’re deep inside an organising 
context. An organisation or movement is like an organism and 
comes with all the joy and pain that any living thing brings. 
They are dynamic, unpredictable spaces, but this also means 
that they can be very vulnerable, with threats from both the 
inside and the outside. 

The structures of movements can be captured by people with 
questionable agendas. The internal power struggles that are 
often present in this environment can disrupt an organisation’s 
work or even destabilise the movement as a whole. Organi-
sations can lose the people or financial resources that keep 
them going. They are also vulnerable to being attacked from 
the outside. This can come in many forms such as verbal or 
physical attacks or more devious ones, such as destabilisation 
through covert intelligence and media campaigns, infiltration, 
or intimidation. In many places, activists are killed as a result 
of their work.

Over the past few years, it was often difficult to engage 
with the bigger political questions while simply trying to 
do our best to keep an organisation together and achieve 
some gains; while the police were showing up at our offic-
es or meetings in their “Nyalas” (armoured personnel car-
riers) with armed officers; while our offices were being  
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ransacked and our infrastructure was being destroyed; while 
facing anonymous death threats; or while being verbally at-
tacked and insulted by mayors and ministers. 

This is all made worse by the reality that activist organisations 
and social movements all over the world are mostly fragmented 
and lack an overarching political project within which to orga-
nize, always worsening the isolation. It can consequently be 
appealing to maintain the status quo and play it safe rather 
than try new things that could potentially lead to more insta-
bility or destabilisation. 

But while the fragmentation, pressures, and vulnerabilities of 
organising today make it harder to conceive of possible paths 
out of the status quo, not doing so means likely descending 
into irrelevance and helplessness – throwing drops of water at 
a smouldering building.

***

South Africa, Chile, Mexico, Spain – these are vastly differ-
ent countries and a few paragraphs could never do justice to 
the complex political dynamics of each. I am always scepti-
cal of claiming one or another new development as the next 
big thing. Each place is particular to its own context and will 
produce its own problems. In all of these places, activists and 
movements have indeed faced many pitfalls and even defeats. 
And as Barcelona en Comú have said, “Each city will have to 
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find its own way, whether it takes the electoral route or not.”14 

To me these examples, however, represent the beginnings of 
something distinctive that go beyond the specifics of each 
place. And rather than offering answers, they point to some of 
the questions to start asking.

Dealing with new questions, going beyond the old organising 
scripts, and getting to a better understanding of the changing 
nature of politics and the world requires deep introspection 
beyond what any single person, organisation, or movement 
can do. It also requires some leaps into the unknown. And this 
has to begin somewhere. It could start with a seat in a parlia-
ment, congress, or council. It could be to develop a city-based 
platform to contest or disrupt complex power within cities. It 
could mean building more fluid activist movements that can 
act faster and respond to new contexts with fresh tactics. There 
are many paths that may and will be followed. The real failure 
would be staying the same, waiting for the perfect plan. Or 
worse, rehashing the old one.
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In conversation with Nonhle Skosana, 
October 2018.

WE HAVE BEEN
“Women have been speaking. There have been instances of re-
volt – 2005, 2010, 2015, 2016. But you’re choosing, as country, 
not to listen,” Nonhle Skosana tells us, concerning the ongo-
ing crisis of gender-based violence across South Africa and the 
movements that have emerged against it.

Movements and moments have a way of building on each oth-
er and “in order for us to really move forward, we’re going have 
to understand the past. And how we were able to get to where 
we are.” They all connect, Nonhle says – from the “One in Nine” 
campaign, which started during the Jacob Zuma rape trial in 
2005 in support of Fezeka Kuzwayo (known in the media at that 
time as “Khwezi”), to the “RUReference List” at Rhodes Univer-
sity, and the #totalshutdown march (a national march against 
gender-based violence that took place in August 2018).

And so she explains, “it takes time to recognise the fact that 
this conversation is larger than us. And this conversation has 
been happening in spite of us. We’re able to even have this 
type of movement or begin this movement because of the con-
versations that have been happening prior.” 

***

The first time we meet Nonhle is in Johannesburg, the city in 
which she grew up. The day before she was at the Pretoria Mag-
istrate’s Court for the court appearance of the man that be-

 SPEAKING
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came known in the media as the “Dros rapist”. The name comes 
from the restaurant, a South African chain restaurant and pub, 
where a seven-year-old girl was allegedly raped in the public 
toilets of one of its branches in Pretoria. Footage of the after-
math – showing a naked man covered in blood, a woman in the 
background screaming, and several people preventing the man 
from leaving – was widely shared on social media. But Nonhle 
tells us that it is important to use his name, Nicholas Ninow, to 
not allow him to be anonymous.

In early 2016 as part of ongoing protests at Rhodes University 
(RU) in the Eastern Cape Province, where Nonhle was studying 
media studies, students put up signs around campus with the 
responses they’d received from university officials when trying 
to report sexual harassment or assault, such as “Are you sure 
you want to report this?” This came on the back of a deep and 
growing frustration with the lacklustre institutional response 
and its seemingly ongoing failure to deal with sexual harass-
ment and assault.

One day, someone uploaded a list containing the names of 
eleven men to a Facebook page called “RU Queer Confessions 
and Crushes” titled “Reference list.” The list had no details oth-
er than the names and it spread rapidly as people began to 
figure out what it was – a list of men alleged to have commit-
ted some form of sexual harassment, rape, or assault. It be-
came known as the “RUReference List”. The list Nonhle tells us, 
sparked a broader feminist movement at the university and 

even within the student movement itself. As Nonhle says, “the 
‘RUReference List’ is the reason why I’m a [gender-based vio-
lence] activist.” And it was within that movement that her own 
activism solidified.

***

As an activist, Nonhle has mostly preferred to be unattached 
organisationally. She continues to work as part of collectives, 
but independently. Part of the reason, she says, is that within 
many movements there’s “this idea that you have to adopt a 
certain mentality or culture.” You have to conform to a very 
particular politics one way or another and there often isn’t the 
freedom to do things outside of that. 

We also talk about the need to be critical of ourselves and 
deal with the deeper problems around race, class, language, 
and identity within the way people organise in order to keep 
movements going. But this isn’t easy; as she puts it, “when 
you’re thinking about [these issues], you think it’s easy. You go, 
‘representation, grassroots’. But it’s actually very difficult.” She 
continues, “When we come together as a collective, we begin 
to also recognise things like that. Because very often we work 
in pockets and we don’t understand the complexities.” It takes 
constant work, which is often hard and uncomfortable, in order 
to take these things on.
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***

In the end, Nonhle touches on something that we have thought 
about a lot too and have often struggled with. As she says, 
“When you’re getting into activism you really want to see 
change now. And if there’s one instance where it sounds like 
things are about to flop, you say, ‘You know what, everything is 
ruined, let’s just get out of here.’ I was like that. But we need to 
be able to find a balance between the two. I think we can be 
diplomatic, but we can be radical in our diplomacy.” 

In this sense she tells us, “Be radical, but be strategic, be clever 
with that radicalism. You don’t want to be so radical that you 
miss an opportunity to really condition change.” The difficulty 
is in finding that balance. As Nonhle says, one can be “proper 
and sit down and listen,” but also get up, disrupt, and protest. 
”You don’t have to be one thing. You can be all encompassing.”





In conversation with Vuyiseka Dubula, 
February 2018.

POLITICAL 
AWAKENING

When Vuyiseka Dubula arrived at the Treatment Action Cam-
paign (TAC) in its early days, she wasn’t there for politics. She 
“was desperate and looking for help,” she tells us as we sit 
down at Stellenbosch University’s Africa Centre for HIV/Aids 
Management, of which she is now director. “I was just diag-
nosed with HIV. It just happened that the manner in which the 
movement itself approached health care included governance 
and thinking about politics,” Vuyiseka explains.

She began to see that she didn’t need to blame herself for the 
condition, but that it was “the system that allowed me to be 
who I am.” Not just in terms of the state, but more generally the 
system “that has allowed my mother to be married at sixteen, 
that has allowed my mother to divorce by nineteen, that has 
allowed us to go and be taken advantage of by men in our own 
society. That for me is part and parcel of that thinking not just 
in terms of health, but the system as a whole that continues to 
make others more equal and others less equal.”

“So, I guess that’s when my story began at TAC,” she explains. 
“It is TAC that allowed me to look forward to contributing to 
society and allowed people to participate in politics.”

We asked Vuyiseka – the General Secretary of TAC during the 
height of its campaigns in the 2000s – several questions about 
her life within, and views on, social movements in South Africa.

Can you tell us about what you see as the role of social move-
ments today?

I grew up and came from the Bantustans of the Eastern Cape. 
Growing up we had limited information and access to polit-
ical participation. We were highly controlled by the Bantu-
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stan authority. The TAC connected a lot of things that didn’t 
make sense when I was younger. Although its main focus and  
mandate was health, government, and HIV – they provided 
awakening and political awareness, which made me realise 
that “health” is just one aspect of all problems that emanated 
from when I was born.

The big is small and the small can be big. I think there are 
creative ways in which you bring critical or political awaken-
ing and consciousness into the movement, which don’t always 
have to come from Paulo Freire. It can come from the condi-
tions of today and how we understand the conditions of today. 
And how we connect the conditions that you see here to what 
is happening in the world and making those connections clear 
in South Africa, in Zimbabwe up to Brazil and Mexico.

If [organisations] don’t do political awakening they are shoot-
ing themselves or they will fall short of what their goals are. 
Because as much as we use issue-based campaigning to raise 
different types of inequalities, at the end of the day we are all 
fighting a system and that system cannot be broken by just fo-
cusing on that issue, or by assuming that that particular issue 
will solve all our other problems. If we don’t deal with struc-
tural thinking and structural understanding of the system, why 
are we seeing what we see in ourselves but also in the society 
that we live in and the world?

If organisations don’t do that I think it’s a disservice to the peo-
ple that they claim to be working with. They are not thinking 
about the big questions, but those big questions are small, in 
the sense that the big question will also impact on the small 

Political Awakening.

thing that you think is small, like going for a HIV test is big.

We rejected and pushed back on the commodification of 
healthcare – the fact that if you didn’t have money you couldn’t 
access [medicines]; that was a form of commodification. Be-
cause if healthcare is commodified then it means that poor 
people will never have access to essential medicines – espe-
cially at that time when drug companies were increasing prices 
of medicines and were actually protected by the UN. No one 
said anything except that the people said “no”. But we all have 
a right to health and if you increase it to these levels, we will 
never afford it, even our governments will never afford it. 

That’s a slap in the face of capitalism, because for them they 
want to get as much money out of us and then the poor who 
also contribute towards taxes, will never get anything.

What are some of the main political challenges facing social 
movements today?

This is a big question. There are multiple problems, some are 
man-made, some it’s the nature of the beast that we are deal-
ing with. 

At the local level, there is a quest for more democracy. People 
use multiple ways to show their frustration with the limited 
space for democracy. Either we express this through protests, 
through blockades. We express that with burning local coun-
cillors’ houses, we express that by boycotting things. But there 
is a big thing going on of people expressing how they feel that 
they are not genuinely participating in our democratic project. 

There are those people who prefer to continue to participate 
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in democracy outside of the organised structures. This, in my 
view, says a lot about the distrust and lack of belief in organ-
ised structures, such as movements that we all belong to.

I am a believer in organised structures. I was part of a move-
ment myself and I feel there is power when you’re organising. 
You actually have a chance to debate, in terms of what will be 
the best way going forward, and you have protection if there is 
anything that comes – like if the state comes and clamps you 
down. You have protection of the movement because you are 
group of people; you are not individuals where people can pick 
you up in your houses and assassinate you. Not that people in 
movements don’t [get assassinated], but I think it’s more com-
mon when you are not organised. 

Then on the other side, there is no democracy in movements 
either. The idea of democracy itself, I think, is debated in many 
spaces. Is it democracy or is it consensus? Is it consensus 
based on who is the loudest? Is it consensus based on who 
is the cleverest? Is it consensus based on who is most middle 
class? Is it consensus based on who is most male? And I think 
there lies some of the problem within which I think society 
sees [organised structures] and they decide not to be part of 
them and would rather do this on their own. 

How should we think about alternative politics?

Obviously, we need new blood in our political system. It can’t 
be the seventy-year olds anymore. Seriously, these guys have 
no vision. They are still running the country as if we are at war 

Political Awakening.

with somebody. We have a different type of society in South 
Africa and it needs new ideas.

We are now here. How do we take South Africa to the next 
twenty years? 

Young people, you know, energetic people, who are willing to 
debate things.



In conversation with Noncedo Madubedube, 
September 2018.

TAKING THE REINS

When Noncedo Madubedube heard the announcement at the 
end of a gruelling four-day national congress in mid-2018 she 
tells us that she “felt like we were about to do something very 
important and the excitement in the room was overwhelming.” 
She had just been elected as Equal Education’s (EE) new Gen-
eral Secretary. With Tracey Malawana elected as Deputy Gener-
al Secretary, they would be leading this national movement for 
education for the next three years. Though she was nervous, 
because “there’s a lot of pressure to do what people expect,” 
she was also excited “to work together to achieve the gains 
that we want for the movement.”

When growing up in Port Elizabeth, Noncedo had a picture 
of Steve Biko on her wall, though she laughs now when she 
admits as to not quite knowing who he was until she was a  
little older. She grew up in a decidedly political home. Among 
other things her mother was a trade union shop steward and  
“family time”, she tells us, was taken up by watching and dis-
cussing the news. Even her school bags carried the emblems of 
trade unions on them.

At university she heard of EE and started tutoring at one of 
its youth groups. After working as a teacher, she moved to 
EE full time and then became its Deputy Head of the West-
ern Cape. It was there that she found what she calls her 
“political home”. EE’s combined approach of grassroots mo-
bilising, policy interventions, and litigation, struck her as  
something especially important and distinctive.
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***

The 2018 national congress where Noncedo was elected came 
on the back of some of the most trying times the organisation 
had faced in its existence. Earlier that year, allegations of sex-
ual harassment within the organisation were reported in the 
media and it was plunged into crisis.

It led to a deeper reflection around patriarchy. Noncedo tells 
us that it brought up many questions. Questions like, “What is 
our stance on gender really? And intersectionality? What do we 
speak to members about when we think about these things?” It 
led to deep introspection for many including Noncedo whereby 
“you have to ask yourself the questions of when you call your-
self a feminist, is that a politics you can truly identify with?”

Noncedo tells us that during this time, as EE members came to 
understand more about what sexual harassment meant, they 
themselves came forward with stories, saying “My teacher has 
been doing this, my principal has been doing this, can you help 
me?” It showed in a very real way how any organisation is al-
ways a product of the society in which it is found.

During this time a gender lens has become central. She ex-
plains: “Say for example we’re thinking economics this week; 
about austerity budgets and recessions. We advise our policy 
and research comrades as they present, to speak about the 
expenses of the girl child.”

     Taking the Reins.

As they’ve had these sorts of discussions, the difficulty has 
been “male members feeling like they’ve been ostracised from 
this space, like their politics no longer matter because they 
aren’t prioritised.” The other thing is “teaching young women 
that it is okay to show this kind of agency.” None of this has 
been easy to deal with.

***

As the congress ended that day “people felt like they were in-
volved in the decision-making again,” and the tough work of 
building and rebuilding started to move forward.

On this Noncedo tells us she sees EE as “a school community 
movement because we aren’t just a school movement.” It’s no 
surprise that one of her central interests then is popular edu-
cation and “how that fits into building a self-reliant society or 
youth activism space that makes people feel like the lessons 
learnt within this movement for education can translate into 
other places.” For Noncedo, there are “deliberate things that 
people need in order to fulfil their activism.” These are things 
like budget training, basics around the law, politics, and how to 
use all of these to some advantage. 

These are necessary, she explains, to “build a sustainable 
movement but also a self-reliant [one]”. In this way “we’re able 
to build a generation in the next three, four years, of young 
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people that will one day lead the ’68 moment of twenty-what-
ever year.” If people can, “boldly and bravely make connections 
between the working class and student struggles to address 
social ills in this country, we would have done our work.” 





In conversation with Axolile Notywala, 
November 2017.

GOING TO A  
MEETING

Axolile Notywala was meant to be an engineer. It all started 
when one of his primary school teachers noticed his talent for 
mathematics and told him to study mechanical engineering. 
He was nearly finished with his studies, when in May 2008, a 
series of violent xenophobic attacks against immigrants from 
other African countries erupted across South Africa, displacing 
tens of thousands of people, and killing over sixty.1 

In Greenpoint, Khayelitsha, there was a particular  
Somali-owned shop – Axolile tells us it is still there today – 
that was looted several times when the 2008 violence began.  
Seeing the violence around him he felt frustrated and power-
less. He was invited to a meeting of people that were organising 
to stop the violence and provide humanitarian support. These 
were the first meetings of what would later become a move-
ment of people living in informal settlements called the Social  
Justice Coalition (SJC).

Growing up with his mom and two brothers in Greenpoint – 
with much of his childhood spent living in an informal settle-
ment – Axolile never thought he would be an activist. But like 
many others the 2008 xenophobic crisis led him into activist 
politics for the first time.

Back then the SJC was a loose collection of volunteers, using 
office space at the Aids Law Project in Cape Town. From the 
beginning, the SJC would hold organising meetings across the 
city and many of the regular ones turned into SJC branches 
– regular groupings of people who became members of the 
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organisation. It was there, in those early branch meetings in 
Khayelitsha, where Axolile began to see that, although many 
of the problems facing people in Greenpoint had been nor-
malised, they weren’t normal at all.

***

In 2010, around eighteen months after the SJC formed, and just 
when its sanitation campaign was beginning, some SJC mem-
bers met a woman named Nosakhe. She lived in RR Section 
– an informal settlement in Khayelitsha that lies between a 
swamp and a highway. Formed in the 1990s, RR Section was, for 
a long time, largely ignored by the state.

Nosakhe had sewage flowing through her home for around 
a year. Her children kept getting sick and the house smelled 
terrible. Government officials, however, were not interested in 
improving conditions in RR. Initially no amount of calls and 
complaints could get officials to fix it, but with persistence they 
were eventually forced to. 

These were the things that spurred the growth of the SJC and 
its campaigns in those early years. And they provided the back-
drop to Axolile’s journey from engineering to the head of the 
SJC. It was a journey that led him to the conclusion that “people 
normally get involved if something affects them. Either it has 
affected them or it still affects them or it might affect them.” 

People need to believe in the thing they’re fighting for. Axolile 
explains: “You always have to start somewhere, I got involved in 
this because there were xenophobic attacks, and I understood 
that it was a crisis and that it was something that was wrong. 
When I got involved I didn’t know that today I would be cam-
paigning for sanitation or for [police] resources.”

The issue of sanitation, in this sense, mattered. It reflected the 
real conditions of people’s lives and improving it could like-
wise improve those conditions. Campaigns such as these ‘mat-
ter’ in the sense that they have a real and tangible bearing 
on people’s lives. People organise on the basis of things that 
matter to them. 

That being said, over the years it has also become clearer that 
it is important to connect campaigns to the bigger picture, to 
ensure that campaigns are not just doing good in and of them-
selves but contributing in broader ways to our politics. 

Through campaigning Axolile says that, “you also start realising 
that, without necessarily initially analysing all the connected 
issues, just through campaigning or through advocating on the 
particular issue, you start realising that there are always con-
nections to other issues, to bigger issues and to broader issues. 

“There always has to be a start, something that brings people 
together, something that would unify people and through that 
some of the other things would come out. And then as you 
continue, because you continue to engage other organisations, 
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different levels of government, you start seeing the connected-
ness of all these issues and the politics.”

Part of this is encouraging activism across society, not only in 
social movements and NGOs. “We’ll never all be activists,” as 
Axolile says. “You still need engineers because you still need to 
build roads. And you still need doctors. But they can be activ-
ists in those spaces.”

This is because activism means “being active in society in ways 
that contribute towards bettering society. An activist is some-
one who is disturbed by a societal issue or a certain injustice 
and someone who takes action because of that, does some-
thing because of that.”

Today Axolile speaks of a growing sense of frustration, espe-
cially with politics: “When people say they don’t want to vote 
it’s because this is something that they’ve been thinking about 
– not the day before the elections, but throughout the five 
years. That you voted for someone and you waited. So, in twen-
ty years you vote, you vote, you vote, but nothing happens.” 

Being involved with the SJC over the years has, however, given 
him some hope: “You’re starting to see a new generation that 
was not involved in the previous struggle against Apartheid, 
but they now see another struggle against this current state.”

This is more important than ever. Right now “is a moment for 
us take hold of our democracy.”

Endnotes.

1. Staff Reporter, “Toll from xenophobic attacks rises”, Mail 
and Guardian, 31 May 2008.  
https://mg.co.za/article/2008-05-31-toll-from-xenopho-
bic-attacks-rises.



Phumeza Mlungwana.

REFLECTIONS ON 

LEADERSHIP

I first came to the SJC because I wanted to volunteer, to learn 
and to contribute to my community – for me it wasn’t about 
politics. I was still studying at university when I started go-
ing, on Tuesday evenings, to SJC branch meetings in Green-
point, Khayelitsha. During this time the SJC had a number of 
branch structures across Khayelitsha’s informal settlements 
and semi-formal areas. Its offices and two of its branches were 
within walking distance from my house. 

The branch structures would meet every week to discuss com-
munity challenges, possible solutions, engage on the SJC’s 
campaigns, and provide popular education to the branch 
and the broader community. The educational work was a key  
component of branch activities through traditional workshops, 
multimedia, and public awareness activities. I felt a sense of 
belonging and felt that my contribution mattered. The educa-
tional work made a lot of public information accessible – in 
fact it was at the SJC that I held and owned, for the first time, 
a copy of the South African Constitution. The branch structure 
promoted democratic debates and most importantly it allowed 
me to keep learning and to connect things which I didn’t know 
were connected. 

I kept feeling that I was part of something big. I couldn’t pin-
point it then, but over the years it became much clearer. It 
was about connecting the dots: sanitation, informal settle-
ments, safety, governance, big business, corruption, service 
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delivery, and everyday struggles. What made me stay was see-
ing how many of the problems that seemed unsolvable were 
solvable. It made clear the interrelated nature of politics and  
everyday experiences.

***

In 2013, when I was 23 years of age, I was elected General Sec-
retary of the SJC. I had to start grappling with many of the 
deeper questions about leadership. The idea of leadership is  
complex and we often associate it with senior positions, access  
to resources, power, and control in decision-making. This  
understanding is not enough and our understanding of lead-
ership needs to move away from being centred on these ideas. 

As a young black woman, from a poor working class background, 
I dealt with a number of questions around gender, race, and 
class. As a woman, there was always a sense that I needed to 
fight to exist in spaces meaningfully. Even though it was never 
said, there were times where I felt, “You need to represent in 
this space because you’re a black woman.” It sometimes felt 
that my views weren’t important. These dynamics would even 
play out between women of different ages and class groups.

Attacks from the outside would also undermine me in these 
ways. When Cape Town Mayor Patricia de Lille publicly accused 
the SJC – in her 2015 budget speech and in a series of tweets 

						Reflections	on	Leadership.

– of being controlled by “puppet masters” it was extremely un-
dermining to the women and black members such as myself. It 
implied that we didn’t think for ourselves and were controlled 
by a small group of white people; that the thousands of SJC 
members didn’t have their own agency. 

South Africa is a highly unequal, racially divided and patriar-
chal society. These are a big part of the challenges that any 
movement’s leadership faces. Gender, race and class struggle 
will always impact on how people relate to a movement, as 
well as a movement’s ability to recruit and build new lead-
ership. In addition to this, we as individuals do not always  
interrogate our own personal circumstances, like educational 
level, employment status, and skills. Even the ability to express  
oneself in English affects how we relate to people.  

During my involvement at the SJC these were some of the dif-
ficult questions we attempted to engage and deal with. They 
required huge investment in meaningfully building leadership 
and institutional spaces, while balancing power and advanc-
ing the campaigns. Dealing with and talking about these issues 
regularly promoted a more meaningful attempt to address and 
build without grandstanding. This does not excuse us from  
accepting that much more could have been done. 

It is, however, important that these debates happen in ways 
that strengthen rather than divide. Movements often face crit-
icism on these issues and it often feels that these criticisms 
were warranted. If done inappropriately it could also be de-
moralising to people who really were trying to deal with these 
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things under difficult circumstances. We need to make sure we 
aren’t silencing people with differing views but rather that we 
are focusing on building strong and democratic movements. 
We must also accept that members of movements understand, 
conceptualise, and experience these problems differently to 
people outside these organisations. 

***

I sometimes wish someone had warned me about the opera-
tional and day-to-day realities of a movement. This might have 
prevented me from accepting that nomination in 2013! In a  
position of leadership, you’re forced to think about systems, 
disciplinary actions, money, fundraising, and performance 
management. This took considerable time away from the im-
portant work of movement building and campaigns.

In this sense balancing being a political leader and dealing with 
the operational and management side was difficult. The need 
to discipline comrades and friends takes its toll on the leader-
ship and the movement. The need to maintain the principles 
that guide the movement, and protect branch members and 
staff is challenging. The need to fire and discipline people that 
stay in the same community is traumatic and can even leave 
you vulnerable. I could personally deal with the politics of the 
campaigns, I could deal with Patricia de Lille, Paul Boughey, or 
Nathi Nhleko – that was part of the work. But all the internal 
politics tested my commitment to the struggle.

						Reflections	on	Leadership.

The problems of internal fighting, power, and corruption, with-
in movements and within broader struggles, was hard. I would 
wonder how people could sabotage a movement they have 
helped build and believed in by acting contrary to its princi-
ples.

I sometimes expected loyalty, which didn’t really exist. Not just 
loyalty to individuals but to the work. You expect that people 
are supportive of the issues that the organisation is dealing 
with and you expect people to have the best intentions for 
what we are building. But I learnt that what you have control 
over is simply your own loyalty and commitment. 

In social movements there are also real issues around safety 
of organisers and community members. Community organising 
requires the building of structures to promote debate, demo-
cratic participation and mobilisation. It requires engaging with 
other community structures and stakeholders. In Khayelitsha, 
in particular, a lot of activities such as community meetings, 
ward consultation meetings, or SJC branches meetings would 
take place in the evening or on the weekend as a means to 
be inclusive to the broader community and to accommodate 
working and studying individuals. But this alone put organisers 
and members in a vulnerable position of navigating through 
Khayelitsha in the evening hours. 

When I joined the SJC, it was actively following and monitoring 
court cases at the Khayelitsha Magistrate court. At that time, 
we would protest outside and send a delegation to show sup-
port to the victims and their families inside the court room. I  
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remember learning about the case of Zoliswa Nkonyana – a 
nineteen-year-old woman who was murdered by a group of 
young men who stabbed, clubbed, kicked, and beat her for be-
ing openly lesbian.1 This case exposed a number of inefficien-
cies in the criminal justice system. In this particular case one of 
the accused was a boy I went to primary school with. I thought 
“Oh my god! This is the level of vulnerability that activists ex-
pose themselves to for promoting justice.” I worried about my 
own safety, being involved in a movement that campaigned for 
people to go to jail who were also from Khayelitsha. But that is 
where the brave face comes in. I needed to remind myself that 
part of dealing with leadership challenges is acknowledging 
that it’s not just about me.

Issues around safety were always prominent. We were fight-
ing against dangerous parts of the state. We were advocat-
ing against big business, a powerful police force including its 
crime intelligence agency, against powerful political elites who 
have significant resources and can use force. During the height 
of the Khayelitsha Commission of Inquiry our offices were ran-
sacked a number of times. There was real fear among staff and 
members. As activists we’re a lot more vulnerable than people 
often acknowledge.

I remember one day in June 2014 when Dustin received anony-
mous threats to his life. We spent the whole day trying to open 
a case of intimidation with the police. Two days before that, 
we had spent a full day in arbitration at the Commission for 
Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA) for a dismissal 
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of a former staff member. I was six months pregnant and that 
Monday night I ended up in hospital going into early labour. 
That night I gave birth to my daughter at twenty-seven weeks 
of pregnancy. The doctors could not establish any other reason 
for the early birth other than work stress. But at no point did 
I think I was stressed, I was just doing my work. And it shows 
how unpredictable, chaotic, and endangering the work is. 

After I gave birth to my daughter, my relationship to the move-
ment changed. I later came to understand that it changed in 
a good way. I realised that as activists we need to take care of 
ourselves and reflect on our vulnerabilities. We need to find 
space to breathe and have people outside our day-to-day life 
who we can talk to. We need to build movements away from 
individuals. And we need to accept that movements will sur-
vive even if we’re not there at every moment. Movements are 
important to us, but so are our lives.

***

Over the years I also came to understand the importance of 
integrity when it comes to leadership. A big part of this is how 
movements relate to the communities in which they are based 
and the people that they organise. As activists we have seen a 
number of manufactured and staged actions that often raise 
some uncomfortable questions. We have witnessed how com-
munities have been misled by people with intentions that are 
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not necessarily beneficial to the community. Social movements 
must recognise that they have access to resources including 
donor funding, information, human resources, and networks. 
But they often operate in communities with very limited re-
sources. This affects how communities perceive them and they 
may reasonably question their intentions.

I remember the organisation Ses’khona for example – best 
known for throwing faeces at the Western Cape Provincial  
Legislature. They had not built real solidarity or serious  
community structures. One of the main leaders of Ses’khona 
eventually took up a well-paid job in the city administration he 
was fighting against. People who may have believed in Ses’kho-
na largely abandoned it. 

While I personally disagreed with their methods and some of 
their motives, this didn’t take away from the fact that the mem-
bers of the organisation had real grievances and were fighting 
for a real cause. Movement struggles should not be about their 
leaders and, in turn, leaders should not use people and their 
movements to turn themselves into celebrities. What was partic-
ularly frustrating about this example, was that people, the me-
dia, and politicians were engaging with the throwing of poo and 
not with the sanitation challenges faced by residents of informal  
settlements, which was the reason for the protests in the first 
place. This kind of politics has certainly emerged in many plac-
es. We must recognise and find new ways to deal with it when 
it is used to dismiss community struggles. Finally, for me, it’s 
about being aware of who you are. We all occupy different po-

sitions and the important thing is to treat everyone with re-
spect, regardless of differing views.

***

In 2017 I didn’t leave the SJC – I left the position I had held. 
One of the main feelings was the relief of not having the pres-
sure of being the General Secretary on my shoulders anymore. 
I don’t feel a sense of hopelessness about the challenges  
activists face. I am motivated to engage with many of these 
questions, with both the vulnerability and acceptance that 
we don’t have all the answers. In the building of a democratic  
society we need to find ways to build community structures. We 
live in a very unequal society. The role of movements is crucial, 
the political awakening and consciousness that they bring will 
always be valuable. It’s important to engage in deeper ques-
tions about how the world is changing and where movements 
need to go in order to take these on.

Endnotes.

1. Statement by Social Justice Coalition and others, “Zoliswa 
Nkonyana case finally reaches conclusion - SJC & Co”,  
Politicsweb, 7 September 2011. 
http://www.politicsweb.co.za/party/zoliswa-nkonya-
na-case-finally-reaches-conclusion.





POSTSCRIPT
In many ways politics in South Africa, and indeed the world, 
seems to shift faster and more drastically every month. It’s 
hard to keep up. Conclusions always seem out of date. 

This book has dealt with some difficult issues. But most of all 
it has tried to provide some insights through the stories and 
thinking of activists and leaders who are working to change 
things for the better.

But even if there are no clear answers right now, there are 
some big questions to think about.

Firstly, it’s probably clear that the issue of electoral politics has 
been an important one across all the discussions and writing 
that have informed the book. But as we hope is evident, it’s 
not a simple question around contesting elections or starting 
political parties. Rather it is about how social movements, ac-
tivists, or organisations think about power and about the way 
that they engage formal politics and political parties. This may 
be one of the hardest issues to deal with, but it is one of the 
most important.

Secondly, an important question is the way that activists or-
ganise. There is clearly a sense that this needs to shift and  
develop. How should activists think about developing models 
or methods? How should people deal with the many complex 
issues around resources, leadership? When and how should 

people change course and try to do things in different ways? 

Thirdly, the kinds of organisations this book talks about face 
challenges and pressures that shouldn’t be underestimated. It 
is important to face up to these honestly and constructively in 
order to create movements that are better fit for purpose.

Lastly, how should we think about safety and well-being? Across 
the world, activists continue to be targeted and even killed. It 
is important to seriously take stock of this and consider how to 
counter it in real ways.

The writing and collecting of the stories and essays in this 
book extended over a period of nearly three years. Though 
much continues to change, the questions raised will be there 
for some time to come. We hope that many more meaningful 
conversations will be had and that these will lead to a more 
just world for all.
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